— Oscar Moyano

Hi, I am Oscar, an innovative entrepreneur known for creating and driving compelling design ideas,
campaigns and messaging.
With over 22 years of experience I am a seasoned creative director, both in Traditional and Digital medias. I’ve started years ago in Brazil but I had a successful transition to the North American
market. These days I work for many clients that operate globally. I have the honor to have worked for
some of the world’s most recognized brands, I come armed with both creative vision and technical
expertise. I am a proven leader you can count on.
In this PDF you will find some examples of creative design I was very fortunate to develop. I work
very well with teams as my mission is to design and push my ideas outside of the box.
For my photography work please click here.

>> HIT ON LOGOS TO SEE MORE

All designs presented in this PDF are pieces that are 100% designed by yours truly. MoyanoDesign.com (site under construction)

Logo Design
One of the Biggest satisfactions
I get is when I have the chance
to create a logo that reflects
what my clients dreams at night.
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An ongoing relationship
Feb 2014 / Present
I have the great honor of having a 
current on-going relationship with
Cendyn. This innovative technology
solutions corporation is specialized in
the Hospitality industry on a global
scale . My roles are concentrated on
Creative Direction, Photography and
Illustration. I was put in charge of the
on-going current global rebranding
It is difficult to condense all my work
thus far performed for Cendyn in
some few pages but I have managed 
to collect the some samples here.

Guides
Cendyn guides have rich content and these
can be a bit technical and very industry
specific. I design these pieces regularly and
the main goal is to make them as fun as the
great content. So I team up with them and
we carry on our design philosophy.

>>> CHECK THEIR LIVE GUIDES
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Guide Covers
When these covers are designed,
normally I make sure all the elements
are unique, so what to looks like ONE
GRAPHIC, is actually a combination
of many. That makes each cover unique
and exclusive for the client.

>>> CHECK THEIR LIVE GUIDES
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Infographics
Infographics are fun, make
sure you download one of
them as sample.

>>> CHECK THEIR LIVE INFOGRAPHICS
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Miscellaneous Advertorials
Some special pieces that we
got some recognition within the
industry.
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A new relationship
Achieve Health management it’s a
new and client with new amazing
challenges that are been able to
successfully reach.
Started with the logo and now we are
moving in depth and currently we are
designing their new website and much
more.
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Florida Atlantic University
Jan 2009 – Jan 2011

Campus Ongoings
I had the true honor to work for
the Florida Atlantic University,
during that time I was responsible 
of designing their most challenging
projects.
Projects such:
Internal communications
Large signs designs
Large building wrapping designs
Websites
First Campus touch screens.
First Mobile App.
These designs have aged well 
considering they are from over
a decade ago.
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Jarden Consumer Solutions
Sep 2014 – Sep 2017

Website Design - Mr. Coffee
Designing the all new website for Mr.
Coffee was quite the challenge, yet, we
managed to achieve a great result which
resulted into an increase of traffic well
beyond any expectations.
My roll was to design a more accessible
and fresh design that accommodated -at
that time- the new logo, which was itself
very strong.
I also worked in parallel with the traditional/print/packaging creative teams
incorporating my new design approaches
and solutions into their packaging.
The previous “Mr. Coffee” website was
already successful but in a very urgent
need of refresh. These designs were
executed in 2016 and their website still
carries the same values which only
demonstrates the vision utilized and the
priority he had on having a design that
could stay for a long run still fresh.
We were also honored to receive the
“2016 GD USA - American Web Design
Award”
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Website Design - Food Saver
At the time I was asked to design this
website I was aware of the importance
of this project. Food Saver was their
biggest most successful brand and
anything related to a major change
was very challenging.
The entire process from the beginning
was very intriguing as I was able to dive
deep into a market that is very specific
but the brand needed a major redesign
in their Digital side.
Many of my graphical elements were
adorpted by their traditional design
department.
Reception was incredible and I was able
to make all teams involved happy and
more importantly .. the audience, not
only they loved the new design but also
embraced the brand as the response
was very positive.
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Website Design - Crock Pot
This was a beautiful experience as this
is such traditional “All American” brand
to me, dear to my heart as I always
understood the meaning of this brand,
family, community ... great food!
Their previous website was also dated and
in need of a major redesign. I was lucky to
be give the chamce to design this one from
the scratch.
The feedback and reception for this entire
new design was very heart warming and a
sucess.
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Microsite Design
Oster Blending/Fresh Ideas
These were two Microsites designed
for Osters specific users. The brand
demanded for the designs to 
incorporate their existing interface
to be applied and yet we managed 
to design a fun, youthful and enticing
experiences.
We received two “American Web
Design Awards” from Graphic Design
USA, these out of 1,100+ Entries (a
record of entries in fact)
I truly feel humbled when my designs
achieve great levels of excellence.
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Oster - Miscellaneous
This was a very unique 8’x24’ long print
that Oster featured in some trade shows.
We combined illustrations with footage.
It was quite the hit.

Various digital / Social media assets for Oster
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Microsite Design
Oster Blending/Fresh Ideas
An internal project circa 2015.
At that time this was an incredibly
challenging design for the guys at
the traditional design teams at Jarden.
I managed to achieve such design
critearias and we moved website design
for further advancement of the brand.
Designing the dynamic images of the
fruits around the unit was to me very
important as this product MAIN
REASON to exist was the fact that it
could make juicing easier and yet still
maintain organic freshness.
I believe this project was canceled as
Jarden was been purchased by Newell
Brands. Jarden moved out of Florida
ending our incredible relatioship.
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Amedeus Nort America /
Global
Nov 2009 – Jan 2014
I have worked as Freelance Art
Director for Amadeus North America
for a bit over 4 years. My roles were
Art Direction and Photography.
I was part of the continuous design
of the old branding but due our
successful relationship I earned the
honor to be in charge of many new
design ideas and concepts after they
came with a new global design.
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Amadeus Guides /
New Branding
I was in charge of the full
implementation and global
adoption of the new Amadeus
design standards for the
millennium.
This one was one of my favorite
pieces as the new approach was
very exciting and fun to develop
with their teams.
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Amadeus - Infographic
A great example of the first
wave of “cool infographics”
this particular piece was
designed in 2013 and it
has aged relatively well.
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Play Along Toys
January 2008 / Januray 2009
Play Along. One of my first major
true challenges as designer.
Designing for these well known
global names was thrilling and the
memories are truly forever.
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Significant Brands
My time at Play Along Toys was
very special, these major brands
demanded a lot of back and forth
communications with the guys at
Disney and other major brands
but each of these websites,
banners, digital media designs
were a ton of fun to design!
Play Along Toys was purchased
by Jackson Pacific and they moved
to Malibu CA. At that time relocation
to me was not a proposition I was
open to.
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Design - NFuse 360
January 2008 / Present
I have been designing and
photographing with Jay and
his incredible team since 2008.
We have done all kinds of projects
but here are some samples of
designs that have lasted the
test of time.
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